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CITY COUNCIL RACES TO WATCH
JUNE 4–20
TIME & PRICE (EST. $50/BD): POP-UP MAGAZINE: THE SIDEWALK ISSUE
This spring, the multimedia storytelling company Pop-Up Magazine takes to the streets. Walk, listen, read, and immerse yourself in a series of story installations that unfold across Fort Greene. In true Pop-Up Magazine style, this boundary-breaking work mixes journalism, storytelling, and art to create a unique theatrical experience. Visit bam.org/pop-up-magazine to purchase tickets.
BROOKLYN ACADEMY OF MUSIC
30 Lafayette Ave, Brooklyn

JUNE 4–13
3PM–LATE • $15–$50
BROOKLYN FILM FESTIVAL
New York residents are getting vaccinated in large numbers. Cinemas are reopening with vaccinated in large numbers. In true Pop-Up Magazine style, this boundary-breaking work mixes journalism, storytelling, and art to create a unique theatrical experience. Visit bam.org/pop-up-magazine to purchase tickets.
BROOKLYN ACADEMY OF MUSIC
30 Lafayette Ave, Brooklyn

JUNE 6–13
THE WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART
11AM–8PM • FREE/ LOW COST
DAWoud Bey: An American Project
PHOTOGRAPHY: DAWOUD BEY:
AN AMERICAN PROJECT
THRU OCT 3
Brooklyn
1750 Granville Payne Ave, Brooklyn

JUNE 4
7PM • FREE
THE UPSTAIRS ROOM
LINDA MARTIN ALCOTT: ELEANOR J. BADER, BENNETT BAUMER, SUE BRISK, ROMAN BROKOWSKI, EMILY CAMERON, RICO CLETH, RENÉE FELTZ, TODD FINE, LYNNE FOSTER, ESTEBAN GUERRA, THEODORE HAMM, DAVID HOLLENBAKH, MARVI JALAN, ROB KATZ, KENNETH LOPEZ, DEREK LUOVA, GARY MARTIN, FARAD NASSIF, TODD OSTRON, REVEREND BILLY, OLIVIA RIGGIO, NATASHA SANTOS, STEVEN SHERMAN, MARIE STARZMAN, JULIA THOMAS, TYRONE WALLACE, AND MATT WAESSERMAN.

JUNE 10–20
TIME & PRICE (EST. $125/BD): JUNETEENTH NY FESTIVAL • FREE
Juneteenth NYC’s 12th annual celebration starts on Friday with professionals and residents talking about Health and Wellness; Saturday our hybrid virtual/lpin-person festival and ends highlighting aspiring youth entrepreneurs on Sunday at the Juneteenth Pomp. Visit juneteenthfestival.com for registration details.
VIRTUAL & IN-PERSON IF RESTRICTIONS ALLOW

JUNE 12
2:30PM–6PM
QUEER LIBERATION MARCH
Now in its third year, the Queer Liberation March has become the boisterous antedote to the corporate-infused, police-entangled, politician-heavy parades that now dominate Pride celebrations. Enough is enough. “Off of the sidelines and onto the streets,” virtually as well as in person.
BRYANT PARK
41 W 40th St., Manhattan

JUNE 13
2PM–3PM • FREE
RADICAL LAW: MICHAEL RAINEY
Join the Center for Constitutional Rights for a discussion about Michael Rainey’s just published autobiography "Moving the Bar" (See review on Page 22) and reflect on his lessons for the next generation of movement lawyers and activists. Contact jackson-mau@ccrjustice.org or 212-614-6448 to RSVP, for Zoom and call-in Instructions, or questions. RSVP by June 14. VIRTUAL

JUNE 15
9AM–12AM FREE/ LOW COST
THE WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART
200 East 75th Street, New York City

JUNE 16
7PM • FREE
THE UPSTAIRS ROOM
LINDA MARTIN ALCOTT: ELEANOR J. BADER, BENNETT BAUMER, SUE BRISK, ROMAN BROKOWSKI, EMILY CAMERON, RICO CLETH, RENÉE FELTZ, TODD FINE, LYNNE FOSTER, ESTEBAN GUERRA, THEODORE HAMM, DAVID HOLLENBAKH, MARVI JALAN, ROB KATZ, KENNETH LOPEZ, DEREK LUOVA, GARY MARTIN, FARAD NASSIF, TODD OSTRON, REVEREND BILLY, OLIVIA RIGGIO, NATASHA SANTOS, STEVEN SHERMAN, MARIE STARZMAN, JULIA THOMAS, TYRONE WALLACE, AND MATT WAESSERMAN.

JUNE 17
2PM–3PM • FREE
RADICAL LAW: MICHAEL RAINEY
Join the Center for Constitutional Rights for a discussion about Michael Rainey’s just published autobiography "Moving the Bar" (See review on Page 22) and reflect on his lessons for the next generation of movement lawyers and activists. Contact jackson-mau@ccrjustice.org or 212-614-6448 to RSVP, for Zoom and call-in Instructions, or questions. RSVP by June 14. VIRTUAL

JUNE 18
9AM–12AM FREE/ LOW COST
THE WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART
200 East 75th Street, New York City

JUNE 20
7PM • FREE
THE UPSTAIRS ROOM
LINDA MARTIN ALCOTT: ELEANOR J. BADER, BENNETT BAUMER, SUE BRISK, ROMAN BROKOWSKI, EMILY CAMERON, RICO CLETH, RENÉE FELTZ, TODD FINE, LYNNE FOSTER, ESTEBAN GUERRA, THEODORE HAMM, DAVID HOLLENBAKH, MARVI JALAN, ROB KATZ, KENNETH LOPEZ, DEREK LUOVA, GARY MARTIN, FARAD NASSIF, TODD OSTRON, REVEREND BILLY, OLIVIA RIGGIO, NATASHA SANTOS, STEVEN SHERMAN, MARIE STARZMAN, JULIA THOMAS, TYRONE WALLACE, AND MATT WAESSERMAN.

JUNE 21
7PM • FREE
THE UPSTAIRS ROOM
LINDA MARTIN ALCOTT: ELEANOR J. BADER, BENNETT BAUMER, SUE BRISK, ROMAN BROKOWSKI, EMILY CAMERON, RICO CLETH, RENÉE FELTZ, TODD FINE, LYNNE FOSTER, ESTEBAN GUERRA, THEODORE HAMM, DAVID HOLLENBAKH, MARVI JALAN, ROB KATZ, KENNETH LOPEZ, DEREK LUOVA, GARY MARTIN, FARAD NASSIF, TODD OSTRON, REVEREND BILLY, OLIVIA RIGGIO, NATASHA SANTOS, STEVEN SHERMAN, MARIE STARZMAN, JULIA THOMAS, TYRONE WALLACE, AND MATT WAESSERMAN.
END OF AN ERA, P7
Barbara Bowen reflects on her 23 years leading NYC’s most leftwing union local & the ongoing struggle to transform the City University of New York.

MORALE'S MELTDOWN, P8
Diana Morales’s upset mayoral campaign imploded in late May when her own staff went on strike against her. How did this happen?

A STRANGE SCANDAL, P9
Jean Kim’s allegation that Scott Stringer groped her 20 years ago upended the NYC mayor’s race. It also left lingering questions.

COPS VS. TECH BRO, P9
Eric Adams and Andrew Yang have led in most mayoral polls. They each would be terrible in their own unique way.

A NEW WAY TO VOTE, P11
Learn how to make the most of your five votes per race in NYC’s new ranked choice voting system.

CITY COUNCIL WATCH, P12
Left candidates are running competitive campaigns across the city. If enough prevail, the impact could be transformative.

SHOWDOWN IN DISTRICT 35, P15
It’s liberals vs. socialists in a high-stakes battle for this Brooklyn Council seat.

ROADMAP TO APARTHEID, P16
The oppression of the Palestinians is baked into Israel’s founding ideology.

WHEN COVID RAGES ON, P17
Tanzania’s first woman president tries to undo the distrust of science that her predecessor sowed throughout society.

THE RIGHT’S NEW BOGEYMAN, P18
Critical race theory is about the impact of history on institutions, policies, laws, and most importantly, ideas.

BLACK MOMS & MIDWIVES MATTER, P19
Black people in the US suffer disproportionately when they give birth due to centuries of racism and a for-profit medical system.

BEYOND POLICE & PRISONS, P20
Marina Kalba refuses to confute retributive justice in her new book.

THE WHITNEY SENDS A MESSAGE, P21
Inspired by Black Lives Matter, the Whitney is hosting four concurrent exhibits by Black artists.

MICHAEL RATNER’S MEMOIR, P22
A legal legend reflects on a half century of fighting for justice inside and outside the courtroom.

REVEREND BILLY’S REVELATIONS, P23
Reverend Billy wrestles with “All Lives Matter.”
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A protester is accusing NYPD officers of publicly stripping her naked while arresting her during a demonstration on the Brooklyn Bridge last month.

Demonstrator Maila Beach, 27, said that during an April 24 protest on the Brooklyn Bridge against NYPD misconduct, male Strategic Response Group (SRG) officers pulled her shirt over her head and her leggings down to her ankles while arresting her. Beach said the officers then severely beat her with their fists.

Beach went to the hospital after the incident, where she said the staff was alarmed by the severity of her injuries from the arrest.

“The doctor said that if the nurse hadn’t given him the rundown of what happened first and he hadn’t noticed ... all the marks against my wrists that correspond with being arrested, he would’ve thought I was coming in from a bad car accident because I had severe whiplash and a severe concussion,” she told The Indypendent.

Beach, who is pressing charges against the NYPD, is represented by Manhattan District Attorney candidate Tashaine Aboushi. The two detailed the incident at a May 6 press conference on the Manhattan side of the Brooklyn Bridge.

“Going out to marches, it’s understood that you could get arrested, but sexual assault never came to mind,” Beach said at the conference.

Beach was demonstrating as part of a group led by organizer Terrell “Relly” Harper, who also spoke at the press conference. Since January, Harper’s group has been marching to the 84th Precinct near downtown Brooklyn every week, calling for the firing of NYPD officer Artem Prusayev, who was caught on video pulling a gun on protesters in January.

Beach, who was fired from her job as a commercial auto parts driver due to her arrest, says she is one of four people who have had their clothes pulled off in public at the hands of the NYPD in recent weeks. She is currently the only victim of these stripplings speaking publicly.

Harper told The Indy that one week prior to Beach’s arrest, the police pulled another young protester’s pants down to their ankles and left them in zip-tie handcuffs lying on the ground for several minutes, exposed. This occurred at another “Fire Artem” demonstration held at the Barclays Center.

“They’re saying, ‘Relly, Relly, look,’” recalled Harper. “I look down — they’re on the ground and they’re handcuffed, and their pants are to their ankles ... They’re just like, ‘What the hell is going on?’”

Harper said the other two victims have been associated with a group called The Stonewall Protests, which has been marching weekly since last summer to advocate for Black transgender and queer liberation. He said one of the demonstrators who police publicly stripped was a transgender woman who police sent to an all-male unit despite her I.D. listing her sex as female.

The Indy was unable to interview the other victims, who wish to stay anonymous at this time.

The night of April 24 began with the protesters marching over the bridge to the 84th Precinct near Brooklyn Heights. After the group’s demonstration, officers began pushing the group back over the bridge’s roadway toward Manhattan, Beach says.

The cops then allegedly kettled the protesters and demanded they get on the sidewalk, despite there being no sidewalk on the bridge.

In the flurry of the kettle, Beach said she was grabbed by officers who forced her to the ground and put her hands behind her back.

During the arrest, Beach said, her shirt was pulled up completely above her chest. When she tried to move her hand out from behind her back to pull her shirt down, the officers accused her of resisting arrest. She says they then began beating her with their fists.

“I tried to tell them then that I had epilepsy and I said it extremely loud. I know that they heard me and they kept hitting me in the back of the head,” Beach said.

After she allowed them to fasten the zip-ties, the officers pulled her up from the ground. Then, Beach claims, one pulled her shirt behind her head so the front of it was against the back of her neck.

“One of them grabbed hold of my pants,” she said. “He pulled them down to my ankles and then made me walk across the Brooklyn Bridge naked.”

Beach said she had to walk from the center of the bridge to the Brooklyn side completely exposed. After close to 15 minutes, officers pulled Beach’s clothes back on. She says that not only did officers offer no reason for stripping her, but didn’t even search her.

After a few minutes of sitting in the police van, Beach noticed her hand had gone completely numb. When the officers pulled over to readjust her zip-ties after an hour of Beach pleading for them to do so, they allowed her to move her hand before re-cuffing it about as tightly as before. Beach pulled her hand in front of her and noticed it had turned purple, she said. Beach said she was pulled so aggressively from the car when she arrived at the precinct that her pants began slipping again. After several minutes, another woman officer pulled them up for her. Beach said the same officer also advocated for her to have water to rinse out the mace in her eyes.

“She was the only one who was actually trying to follow the rules. All the rest of them did not care,” Beach says.

The NYPD responded to The Indy’s request for comment with the following statement. They also said over e-mail that they’d review Beach’s lawsuit when served.

“A preliminary review of the incident indicates that officers made every effort to ensure the individual remained clothed during the arrest, including asking for the assistance of a female officer in the process.”

“Even if she wanted to obstruct traffic. Even if she was resistant — which she wasn’t, she complied,” Aboushi told The Indy. “They beat her up when she was on the floor, they beat her up when she was handcuffed. Even whatever they’re accusing her of doing wrong, it doesn’t warrant that brutality. It doesn’t warrant stripping and having her exposed to the public.”

Aboushi maintains that the officers did not make any effort to keep her client clothed, and that several witnesses can attest to that.

“The reason why the NYPD feels so comfortable
displaying their complete disregard for the law in front of cameras, in front of witnesses, is because they have been able to rely on [special] treatment,” Aboushi said at the press conference.

An April 2021 report by New York City’s Department of Investigation, while treading lightly, found that the NYPD’s response to the George Floyd protests was poorly planned and executed and involved excessive force.

Mayor Bill de Blasio responded by changing the NYPD’s guidance for protests, building from the DOI’s recommendations. “There were clear lessons to be learned from the protest response last year and a desire to see real, on the ground changes,” said the mayor in April.

The NYPD’s April reforms of its protest policing included changes such as keeping the Strategic Response Group — heavily armored bike cops that have been key players in flanking marches and kettling protesters over the past year — at bay during demonstrations.

According to the DOI & Law Protest Recommendation Tracker, the NYPD’s implementation of the DOI’s recommendations regarding the SRG is “in progress.”

Another change introduced by the reforms is that the NYPD will no longer use kettling, a practice that pens in protesters after they are told they must disperse or be arrested, normally resulting in a slew of messy and often violent arrests. The police department came under heat from not only the Office of the Inspector General, but Attorney General Letitia James, Human Rights Watch and the NYCLU, among others, for their aggressive use of kettling during the George Floyd uprising. “Kettling is not an acceptable tactic and will not be used by the Department,” the mayor’s office said when it announced the April reforms.

Body cameras, of course, were always to be worn. New York State requires police officers to begin recording before an officer interacts with a person or situation. The leaked “Floyd Demo Quick Reference,” a sheet of instructions of how to deal with the Floyd protests, reminds all protest police to upload all of their body cam footage “at the end of their tour.”

Despite the mayor’s announced reforms, Beach and Harper say they have seen SRG officers at multiple protests recently and that the elite police unit kettled demonstrators on the Brooklyn Bridge on April 24. There is no known body cam footage of Beach’s arrest.

Harper says that the “Fire Artem” marches to the 84th Precinct have only recently been met with excessive force, despite going on for months.

Janet Burns, head reporter at PROTEST_NYC, a journalism collective that has been on the ground reporting at protests for the past year, says that she has seen an uptick in reports of sexual violence perpetrated by police in the past several weeks.

“Sexual violence is part of the NYPD’s toolkit, period,” she told The Indy. “This is clear from decades of community outcry, as well as from the consistent, seemingly escalating series of incidents that protesters have reported over the past year — ranging from sexualized insults and invasive, public and/or arbitrary ‘strip searches’ to hog-tying and groping — many of which our team have witnessed first-hand (or, in a few cases, endured).”

Beach said she’s unable to outline the demands of her upcoming lawsuit at this time. She came forward with her story, she said, so that others aren’t subjected to the same experience.

“My main goal is to stop this from happening to other girls, especially the younger girls that do come and protest with us,” said Beach.

Go to independent.org/2021/05/striped-in-public for a longer version of this article.

Three other protesters are reported to have been publicly stripped by the NYPD this spring, including a transgender woman.
Ci\nty Hall suggests that Mayor Bill de Blasio’s plan to rezone SoHo, NoHo and a chunk of Chinatown is a corrosive act of racial and social justice. Deputy Mayor Vicki Been said that the killing of George Floyd motivated the effort, and The New York Times and several mayoral candidates have called it a model for urban “desegregation.” Yet, several tenants’ rights groups and neighborhood activists argue that the plan would produce little to no new affordable housing, and might actually reduce racial diversity by displacing working-class residents of Chinatown.

The plan relies on Mandatory Inclusionary Housing (MIH), the de Blasio administration’s chief mechanism for trying to create “affordable” apartments. It would upzone the area to let developers build taller buildings than would normally be allowed, ostensibly in exchange for making 25% to 30% of residential units below market rate. The Department of City Planning projects that the rezoning would lead to about 3,200 new apartments, with 600 to 900 of them “affordable.”

The rezoning would be the Mayor’s first in a predominantly white neighborhood. That has some liberal urbanists excited. Artists’ loft conversions transformed SoHo from a declining manufacturing zone into a posh neighborhood. This plan’s most aggressive upzoning is reserved for a section of Chinatown. The pro-developer group Open New York, which campaigns for more commercial development, is worried that the plan would encourage pure commercial development rather than residential construction, making it a prime target for advocates of greater density.

The uncertain result is juxtaposed against the 5 World Trade Center site down the street, where the City and State are voluntarily declining to build affordable housing on public land that could easily exceed the entire projected units of the SoHo rezoning.

“The affordable-housing loopholes in this plan are so big you can legally construct a 10- to 12-story residential building with zero affordable housing. In the rezoning districts in the so-called “historic cores” of SoHo and NoHo, City Planning asserts that developers will actively choose to participate in MIH and donate 20% to 30% of their square footage, even though they could fulfill their entire allotted square footage with market-rate units. All retail, commercial, office, and community-facility usages are exempt from affordable-housing requirements, and the plan does not prevent developers from mixing residential with other functions. Therefore, on many of the lots projected for MIH construction, developers have an entire menu of options to adjust the percentages between zero and 100% of market-rate units. The plan also gives owners incentives to build new luxury residential additions on top of landmarked buildings. Such penthouses, perhaps the tackiest violation of the historic buildings of SoHo, could be the crowning jewels of a real-estate giveaway. No affordable housing would be required, and the construction could be used to harass loft-dwellers and rent-stabilized tenants.

The pro-developer group Open New York, which campaigns for all types of residential construction, is worried that the plan would encourage pure commercial development rather than residential.

All retail, commercial, office, and community-facility usages are exempt from affordable-housing requirements, and the plan does not prevent developers from mixing residential with other functions. Therefore, on many of the lots projected for MIH construction, developers have an entire menu of options to adjust the percentages between zero and 100% of market-rate units. The plan also gives owners incentives to build new luxury residential additions on top of landmarked buildings. Such penthouses, perhaps the tackiest violation of the historic buildings of SoHo, could be the crowning jewels of a real-estate giveaway. No affordable housing would be required, and the construction could be used to harass loft-dwellers and rent-stabilized tenants.

The pro-developer group Open New York, which campaigns for all types of residential construction, is worried that the plan would encourage pure commercial development rather than residential.

All retail, commercial, office, and community-facility usages are exempt from affordable-housing requirements, and the plan does not prevent developers from mixing residential with other functions. Therefore, on many of the lots projected for MIH construction, developers have an entire menu of options to adjust the percentages between zero and 100% of market-rate units. The plan also gives owners incentives to build new luxury residential additions on top of landmarked buildings. Such penthouses, perhaps the tackiest violation of the historic buildings of SoHo, could be the crowning jewels of a real-estate giveaway. No affordable housing would be required, and the construction could be used to harass loft-dwellers and rent-stabilized tenants.

The other Sohos: Hank Dombrowski and his neighbor Penny Brown are rent-stabilized tenants who have both lived in SoHo for decades. They worry a planned rezoning could lead to their displacement.
PASSING THE TORCH
RETIRING LEADER OF NYC’S LEFTMOST UNION LOCAL LOOKS BACK ON LONG STRUGGLE TO TRANSFORM CUNY

By John Tarleton

It was the spring of 2000 and neoliberalism was flowering all across the land when a contingent of unabashedly left-wing professors at the City University of New York running as the New Caucus won control of their dormant faculty union.

With the left excluded from power almost everywhere and most of the labor movement in a decades-long lull before the New Caucus’s victory at the largest urban university system in the country marked a rare breakthrough.

The newly elected leaders of the Professional Staff Congress had been protesting the defunding of CUNY for years. In March 1995, some of them donned their academic robes and joined 20,000 CUNY students in an unpermitted march near Rudy Giuliani’s City Hall that ended with mounted police charging into the crowd on horses. The New Caucus also had dammed to no avail, for their union to join the fightback. Now, they were in charge and had to deliver.

“It was an exciting time,” recalls Barbara Bowen, the Queens College Professor of English Literature who became the PSC’s new president in 2000 and stepped down last month after 21 years on the job. The newly energized union held mass membership meetings, created an organizing department from scratch, built a modern filing system (which had previously been a single bag full of random papers), revamped the union newspaper, created new committees — including ones for cultural programming and international solidarity — and launched a contract campaign that grew to have 174 demands. Everyone’s voice would be heard! “What I’m proudest of is that we were able to make the PSC a fighting union that does not give up,” said Bowen, who will take a year-long research sabatical before returning to the classroom. “When something happens on campus or some edict comes out from management, the first thing a lot of members say is, ‘Where’s the union on this?’ I love that because when I first came to CUNY, no one would ever ask where the union was.”

During Bowen’s tenure, the PSC earned its reputation as arguably the most left-wing union local in the city. Its membership increased from 17,000 to 30,000 members. It embraced radical grassroots movements from Mexico to South Africa while achieving concrete gains for its members — rescuing its welfare fund from insolvency and becoming the public sector union in New York to win paid parental leave, targeted increases to address salary inequities of race and gender, unpaid research leave for untenured faculty and paid office hours for part-time faculty. “We use the contract, I think really creatively, as an arena of struggle to reshape the university,” Bowen said. “Barbara’s one of the most effective union leaders in the country,” said Nancy Romer, a retired Brooklyn College professor who served on the PSC’s Executive Council for nine years. “She and the New Caucus took a moribund union and made it a fighting union.”

Bowen grew up in England. Her parents didn’t receive a college education but still instilled a love of learning in their children. She studied at Oberlin and Yale with an interlude of organizing migrant tobacco pickers. During her graduate studies, she also threw herself into supporting a union drive by Yale’s clerical workers. By the time she came to CUNY in 1985, it was probably inevitable that she would be drawn to union activism at the austerity-ridden university.

I felt a rush of emotions when I learned of her retirement. From 2009 to 2014, I served as associate editor of the PSC’s monthly newspaper and had a front row seat as the union continued to push forward against the headwinds of a neoliberal era.

Bowen lived and breathed the union and was a talented public speaker. Her knowledge of CUNY’s 25 campuses, their academic departments and individual union members is encyclopedic. She has been a tenacious negotiator with the city, the state and CUNY management, but is also someone who once led the union’s delegate assembly in joyously singing “If I Had a Hammer” to honor the passing of folk music legend Pete Seeger.

My time at the PSC was a master class in the intersection of idealism and realpolitik led by Bowen, First Vice President Steve London and other New Caucus members.

Even the smallest victory was hard fought. And there were always looming budget cuts to reverse. Big victories, such as getting 2,000 veteran adjuncts on the city’s health care plan, sometimes took more than a decade. Relationships with other unions had to be tended to. Mainstream politicians had to be educated and cultivated.

The austerity budgets of New York City and State have not ended. To the frustration of some PSC activists, the union’s leadership has never directly challenged the Taylor Law, the New York State statute that bars public sector unions from striking and levies devastating penalties against them if they do. Most vexing of all, the union has been unable to end the two-tier labor system at CUNY that has taken hold in academia over the past 40 years and left poorly paid part-time faculty teaching the majority of classes.

“What’s most vivid in my mind,” Bowen said, “are the things not done rather than the things done because they weigh heavily.”

Even hard-fought victories sometimes must be struggled for anew. Last year, 2,000 part-time faculty lost their jobs at CUNY amid the pandemic. Some of the hired adjuncts have not received enough teaching hours to qualify for the city worker health care plan. During last year’s pandemic, CUNY Chancellor Félix Mattos unilaterally revoked a 2% raise that had been agreed to in the union’s current collective bargaining agreement. Additional pay raises for historically underpaid job titles were eliminated.

Bowen says the union will not rest until it wins back the things not done rather than the things done because they weigh heavily.

For Bowen, her final, pandemic year in office was her most demanding. After 21 years of total commitment to her work, letting go is tough. But, she says she is ready for the change.

“But you haven’t done your job as a leader if you haven’t prepared the people to take over for you,” she said.

COLLECTIVE ACTION: PSC President Barbara Bowen leads a 2011 protest outside a CUNY Board of Trustees meeting.
STAFF REVOLT

Many of her own staffers would beg to disagree. Employees for weeks had raised concerns about “a culture of manipulation, harassment and abuse” in the campaign office and described their grievances directly to Morales, according to a statement from the Dianne Morales for Mayor Union. However, staffers and involved supporters received “vague and unclear statements” on what would be done to transform this toxic workplace, in response.

And so commenced a flurry of resignations and firings. First, campaign manager Whitney Hu quit. Days later, Uroma Ike, a senior adviser, resigned. Then came the dismissal of staffers Ramses Duke and Amanda Van Kesell, whom a Morales campaign spokesperson confirmed were the employees accused of misconduct.

When some of the remaining staff decided to launch a unionization effort to address employee complaints, Morales fired four of the union leaders minutes before she was supposed to meet with her staff to discuss their collective demands.

A day later, on May 28, Morales staffers went out on strike and publicly protested at Bryant Park.

Staffers at the protest vowed to continue their strike until their core demands, including the immediate reinvigoration of the four union leaders who were fired, revised equitable compensation, a leadership structure co-created with campaign staff and a grievance process for reporting misconduct, were met.

“It is deeply disappointing that a candidate who claims to support unions refused to engage in this conversation,” the Mayorales Union said in a statement. “Our team is ready to coordinate with Dianne as soon as she agrees to our demands and respects our workers, workers who devoted their lives and risked their livelihoods in order to build a dignified movement in New York City.”

Morales put an optimistic spin on the situation, calling it a “beautiful mess” that highlighted her ability to continue multitasking through a crisis. She said she refused to recognize the union because it only included some of her staffers and that it was engaged in a “coop” to take over her campaign.

So, how did we get to this tumultuous place, just weeks before the mayoral primary and after months of campaigning? It’s the lack of a strong candidate on the Left and the current tendency of progressives to give “reflexive deference towards people that deploy a certain kind of vocabulary around social justice,” said Matt Thomas, a Queens-based writer, researcher and democratic socialist who served as communications director for Assemblymember Zohran Mamdani (D-Astoria) in his upset victory last year over a five-term incumbent.

“The unfortunate thing about the mayor’s race,” Thomas added, “is that there was no option, nobody talking about what it would really take to implement a radical agenda.”

Morales filled a void by running well to the left of other major candidates. She proposed to defund the NYPD’s annual budget by $3 billion, or about 50%, (compared to Maya Wiley’s proposal to defund by $1 billion and enact surface-level reforms, or Scott Stringer’s commitment to “improve police accountability and oversight”) and fundamentally transform the city’s approach to public safety.

“She really caught on because she’s the only candidate in the race who has supported fully defunding the police, and there’s no one else who has embraced it in any way except for her,” Ross Barkan, a journalist and columnist, told The Indy. “That’s why she has drawn attention and excited younger progressives, because she’s unapologetic on that particular issue.”

AVOIDING ACCOUNTABILITY

Throughout her campaign, Morales managed to deflect questions about her role for about the past 10 years as CEO and executive director at Phipps Neighborhoods, a social services branch of Phipps Houses, which is notorious for evicting low-income people and being one of New York City’s worst landlords.

“There’s no evidence that she ever spoke up against Phipps, or criticized Phipps or attempted to change the internal culture there,” Barkan said.

On May 17, Thomas re-shared a recording from a February 2020 podcast in which Morales described herself as “resistant to the label” of progressive or democratic socialist, and “a strong believer” in school choice, or parents’ ability to use public funds to send their children to privately-owned schools. She told the interviewers she couldn’t remember who she voted for in the 2018 gubernatorial primary, but that it “probably” was Gov. Andrew Cuomo instead of his left-wing challenger Cynthia Nixon.

“There’s just no universe in which there’s somebody that has this commitment to some kind of progressive change and is pro-Cuomo,” said Thomas, who subsequently released an in-depth report on Morales’s nearly two-decade-long immersion in the charter school movement, which has been lavishly funded by Wall Street and billionaires like Bill Gates and the Walton Family who are intent on privatizing public education.

As The Indy goes to press, it remains to be seen whether Morales can revive her campaign. Regardless, Morales’s sudden appearance on the political scene as a “movement candidate” and the late-breaking controversies that engulfed her campaign offer valuable lessons for leftists in New York, in including the need to scrutinize candidates more closely.

“I think that there is a lot to be considered about Morales that is unrelated to the staff blow-up,” Thomas said. “I’d encourage people to think more seriously about the substance of her platform, and whether or not it’s in accord with what she has demonstrated throughout her career.”
I was the single most dramatic moment so far in this year’s Democratic mayoral primary. And one that has left many lingering questions.

On April 28, City Hall lobbyist Jean Kim and her lawyer Patricia Pastor held a brief press conference outside City Hall in which Kim alleged that City Comptroller and top tier mayoral candidate Scott Stringer had groped and forcefully kissed her without her consent and offered to trade political favors for sex 20 years earlier when she was working on another campaign of his.

The fallout was swift among Stringer’s younger progressive supporters.

State Senator Jessica Ramos rescinded her endorsement within 24 hours. State Senators Alessandra Biaggi and Julia Salazar, Assemblywoman Yuh-Line Niou, Congresswoman Jamaal Bowman and the New York Working Families Party exited the Stringer campaign en masse a couple of days later. So too the Sunrise Movement which issued this statement:

“A dear inquiry into the details of this situation and hearing Kim’s brave testimony recounting her trauma, Sunrise NYC immediately rescinds our endorsement of Scott Stringer and calls for him to drop out of the race for Mayor of New York City.”

Stringer’s response to the charges — that he had done nothing wrong and in fact was involved in a consensual relationship with Kim in 2001 — further infuriated his now-former supporters.

Before Kim’s allegation, Stringer’s mayoral run as a progressive with unparalleled political and administrative experience was finally gaining momentum. In the previous week, he had won the endorsement of the Working Families Party and the United Federation of Teachers and polls had him rising on the edge of the race. Polls show him with 10-15% of the first choice vote and running third or fourth place behind three more conventional candidates.

Subsequent reporting by The Intercept revealed that Patricia Pastor was not primarily a “sex crimes attorney” as she had claimed at the April 28 press conference. Instead, she had worked for the previous decade as a general counsel with an anti-union construction company that had clashed with Stringer when he sided with unions in a labor dispute at the Hudson Yards mega-project.

None of these revelations prove Kim’s original allegation is false. On June 4, the New York Times reported that a second woman, Teresa Logan, was accusing Stringer of sexually harassing her. Logan, who is also represented by Pastor, worked in 1992 as a waitress at a restaurant Stringer co-owned.

Stringer, meanwhile, continues to hover on the edge of the race. Polls show him with 15% of the first choice vote and running third or fourth place behind three more conservative opponents: Adams, Yang and former Sanitation Commissioner Kathryn Garcia. Millennial leftists have moved on like this is, what’s the due process?”

ADAMS VS. YANG, WHO’S WORSE?

Andrew Yang and Eric Adams have topped the polls for most of the mayor’s race. It’s a depressing spectacle and good reason to use all five of your ranked choice votes on other candidates — Maya Wiley, Scott Stringer, Danese Morales, Kathryn Garcia, Shaun Donovan, whoever — and hope one of them breaks through and prevails in the end. As for Adams and Yang, you be the judge of who’s worse.

ERIC ADAMS

Once a Cop Always a Cop

Eric Adams served in the NYPD for 22 years. Once a cop, always a cop. In a bizarre video Adams released while he was a state senator, he showed parents how to search their homes for illicit contraband their children might sneak in.

“You have to inspect what you expect,” he intones as walks into his living room. In quick succession, he finds a handgun in a jewelry box, a crack pipe in the pocket of a book bag and a plastic bag full of drugs in the back of a baby doll. Go to YouTube and type in “Eric Adams” and “searches home for crack pipe” and see for yourself.

Fighting Gentrification

Speaking at a MLK Day celebration in January 2020, Adams told recent arrivals to New York to “Go back to Iowa!” and that New York City “belongs to the people that were here.” Left unsaid was that the very real estate developers who are making bank off of building market-rate housing in New York City for well-to-do gentrifiers have donated millions of dollars to Adams during his political career.

Charter Schools

A group of pro-charter school billionaire hedge fund managers led by Daniel Loeb and Kenneth Griffin are pumping a late infusion $6 million into Strong Leadership NYC, a pro-Adams Super PAC. Charter schools receive public funds but are privately managed. They have a non-unionized workforce and are notorious for shuttering emotionally and academically challenged children back to the public schools. Adams is a vocal supporter of having the state cap on charter schools increased.

Corruption

Adams has been investigated by federal, state and local authorities for everything from helping steer state contracts to campaign contributors to using his power to aid donors to his nonprofit group, One Brooklyn Fund Inc.

All in for Israel

“Israelis live under the constant threat of terrorism and war and New York City’s bond with Israel remains unbreakable,” Adams tweeted on May 10 at the beginning of the Israeli onslaught against the Gaza Strip.

ANDREW YANG

Tusk-Tusk

Yang was recruited to run for mayor by Bradley Tusk, a former Bloomberg campaign manager known as “Silicon Valley’s favorite political fixer.” Tusk Strategies is a fully integrated shop that runs both electoral and issue-based campaigns and lobby elected officials. Its clients include the real estate industry, the charter school lobby...
Veterans want to know …

New York City Candidates for Citywide Office:

Below are the issues we hope you will address as you campaign and if you get elected. Where do you stand?

“MOVE THE MONEY”

This year’s proposed Pentagon budget is $753 billion—well over half the “discretionary” congressional budget. Additional billions are allocated for nuclear weapons in a separate Department of Energy budget. The rest of the budget provides approximately 7% for military veterans and from 2–5% each for education, transportation, environment, housing, etc. Cities and states are consistently short-changed and residents experience many forms of structural inequality. The Poor Peoples Campaign calls for a 50% cut to the military budget. Resolution 747-A in our NYC City Council calls for a “significant” reduction of the military budget.

• Do you believe that the Pentagon budget should be downsized?
• What percentage of the military budget would you cut?
• What human needs and municipal and state services would you prioritize?

HOUSING

Affordable housing and homelessness are two of the most intractable problems in NYC, with a significant effect on many veterans.

• What is your plan regarding the end of the rent moratorium?
• Do you support the RAD/PACT privatization of NYCHA?
• What are your plans to finance and build affordable and supportive housing?
• Do you accept campaign contributions from real estate developers?

NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT

The NYPD is equivalent to one of the world’s largest militaries in terms of personnel, equipment and technology, with an annual budget of $5.5 billion—more than most countries spend on their militaries. Many consider the NYPD an occupying force maintaining control, often violently, over 20% of the population, especially people of color and those who live below poverty level. Police killings of people of color is a long-standing systemic problem. Many major cities and 18 countries around the world have police forces that do not carry guns—with starkly lower homicide rates than places where police carry firearms.

• Will you demand that the police be de-militarized?
• Will you propose a significant reduction of the budget of the NYPD?
• Will you focus on community policing and spell out in detail how you would do that?

EDUCATION AND HEALTHCARE

Articles 25 and 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights explain the standard of education and healthcare every nation should provide its citizenry. New York City still has the most racially segregated schools in the United States and has consistently failed to fund our schools even when court-ordered to do so. Many schools have ROTC programs and have facilities that have themselves become militarized. The federal government and the New York State Legislature have yet to permit New York City the ability to meet the most basic educational and healthcare rights of our citizens. There are too many pressing and unresolved questions to ask in this area.

• What is your detailed plan for addressing the problems of education and healthcare?
New York City faces a historic primary on June 22. For the first time in almost a century, we’ll be using the system known as Ranked Choice Voting. Voters will be able to pick up to five candidates per race, ranking them in order of preference.

While the left has scored major victories in New York in recent years, this election cycle we’ve largely failed to develop effective RCV strategies, coalesce around preferred candidates or coordinate our opposition to the most dangerous contenders.

Consider the damage that could be done by a mayor in bed with Wall Street, real-estate developers and the police — a mayor like Andrew Yang or Eric Adams. Now imagine what we could accomplish with a strong progressive mayor alongside a City Council dedicated to co-governance and transformative change.

The turn to RCV, approved by popular referendum in 2019, is forcing candidates, endorsing organizations and voters to reconsider how we engage in electoral politics.

For voters, this means navigating new and often confusing considerations about who to rank in what order and if we should fill all five slots in our primary ballots. Generally, it’s good to rank as many candidates as you like in order of preference to ensure your ballot has maximum impact. That’s because as votes are counted, the candidate who receives the fewest first-choice votes is eliminated, and their votes are added to their second-choice candidates’ totals. This process repeats until a candidate has received at least 50% of the vote, ensuring that the victor has majority support. If your top two ranked candidates are eliminated early, for example, then your 3rd, and then 4th and 5th ranked choices will be used for each round of redistributing votes to the remaining candidates. In short, you may want to fill your 4th and 5th ranked spots with more centrist candidates to block more right-wing candidates from coming out on top.

For 501(c)(4) organizations that can endorse candidates, this has meant opting whether to support more than one candidate and whether to rank or co-endorse and allow voters to decide who to put at the top of their ballots. Our organization, The Jewish Vote, the electoral arm of Jews for Racial & Economic Justice, was the first group to make ranked endorsements in this election, backing more than one candidate in multiple races to establish a clear progressive lane of top contenders. Many of the city’s political clubs and unions have only endorsed single candidates per race this cycle, eschewing this important strategy.

For candidates, RCV should compel them to tactfully seek allies and expand their base of potential support. In some city council races, we’ve been delighted to see candidates we endorsed for the same seat share space in a comradely fashion, often working together to ensure that one of them defeats a more conservative or machine candidate. But in others, candidates we’ve endorsed have regrettably opted against campaigning in tandem, sharing communication strategies or other tactics that would increase the likelihood their supporters will rank the two (or three) of them at the top of their ballot.

For our movements and the broad Left, this election cycle is full of promise and peril and the reintroduction of RCV adds a layer of unpredictability. Of the more than 300 candidates running for mostly open city council seats, there are dozens of genuine lefties with a real shot at winning. And despite the increasingly dismal mayoral race, polls still show that the majority of city voters embrace a progressive policy vision for our city. How we spend the remaining days of the race could tip the scales toward transformational change and overcome the right-wing, real-estate and corporate PAC money flooding the airwaves and our mailboxes. Deeper structural change historically comes from the bottom up, and the outcome of these races will be pivotal for the next decade of city politics. The choice is ours to make.
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A new era has been at the heart of the left-wing electoral resurgence in NYC. It gave large majorities to Al-
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Mothers and daughters from the late 2000s as a teenager leading protests over the future

This time this full four-year term is at stake.

Ahmed, who runs a theater that is the only one in the city, has qualified for the maximum $150,000 in public funding. She hopes to win in this year's elections, but Ahmed's future as a candidate is uncertain. Ahmed is the only City Council candidate this year who is endorsed by Bernie Sanders. Ballot advocates for Senator Joness

Mothers and daughters from the late 2000s as a teenager leading protests over the future
Ten years ago this fall, Sandy Nurse played a key role in organizing Occupy Wall Street’s street protests. She later gravitated toward building alternative institutions in North Brooklyn — co-founding the May Day Space community center and founding BK Rot, a composting service that hires local youths. Nurse tried to run for a vacant City Council seat last year but the Brooklyn party machine used technicalities to bounce her off the ballot. She’s back with a coalition of more than 30 labor unions and community organizations as well as endorsements from prominent progressives including Public Advocate Jumaane Williams, State Senator Julia Salazar and Zephyr Teachout. Nurse’s main opponent, DERRA DIX, won last year’s special election after Nurse and other aspiring opponents were thrown off the ballot. This time she will have to earn it. In addition to the party machine, Dix can expect to find support from older, middle-class homeowners in the district who may be wary of defunding the police. She’s also tried to make an issue of Nurse’s dual Afro-Latinx identity, as if a person can’t be both. Last June, Nurse returned to her protest roots as one of the organizers of Occupy Wall Street’s encampment demanding City Council cut $1 billion from the NYPD’s annual budget. The effort failed, but Nurse could soon be inside City Hall fighting for the rep for this progressive bastion. She will bring her background as an education organizer with her as NYC public schools seek to bounce back from the pandemic. Nurse is running for City Council to replace term-limited incumbent Carlos Menchaca. In addition to DSA’s backing, Avilés has been endorsed by more than a dozen unions and two dozen community organizations. Avilés has served as a PTA president and community board member in South Brooklyn over the past decade. She will bring her background as an education organizer with her as NYC public schools seek to bounce back from the pandemic. Also running a strong campaign from the left is Rodrigo Camarena, an economist, immigrant rights advocate and non-profit executive. Camarena formerly led the New York City Department of Small Business. He currently heads Immigration Advocates Network, a network of nonprofit legal advocates committed to defending immigrants. His top priority is regulating delivery apps and “stopping the Amazonification” of New York City. Other leading candidates in the race include César Zúñiga, Chair of Community Board 7, Victor Swinton, a 37-year veteran of the NYPD, and businessman Yu Lin who wants more surveillance cameras to be installed, more parking lots to be built and fewer regulations for business. 

★ SANDY NURSE

★ ALEXA AVILES
2) RODRIGO CAMARENA
3) CÉSAR ZÚÑIGA

“WE CAN’T AFFORD TO NOT ENGAGE BECAUSE OF WHAT COULD HAVE BEEN,” OCASIO-CORTEZ SAID. “WE ENGAGE IN THE WORLD THAT WE HAVE. AND WE DO EVERYTHING WE CAN TO MAKE THAT WORLD BETTER.”

MAJOR ENDORSEMENT:
Hours before The Indypendent went to press, Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez endorsed Maya Wiley (standing behind) as her first choice for mayor.
A former staffer seeks to distance herself from her divisive boss, Developer-friendly de Blasio allies square off with the city’s leading tenant advocates. A powerful Democratic congressman continues his war with the Democratic Socialists of America (DSA).

The race to succeed Laurie Cumbo for the city council seat that spans from Clinton Hill to Crown Heights indeed has many storylines.

Most observers agree that of the eight candidates on the primary ballot, the winner will be either Crystal Hudson, a former Cumbo staffer, or tenant activist Michael Hollingsworth. Neither was a household name entering the race—but there are plenty of high-profile figures in each camp.

Hollingsworth has the support of fellow DSA-backed candidates Jabari Brisport and Pharah Souffrant Forrest, each of whom won races for state offices covering parts of the district last year. Cynthia Nixon, Zephyr Teachout, Julia Salazar, and Marcela Mitaynes are also in his corner.

Hudson is backed by Hakeem Jeffries, who is eager to undercut the DSA in the wake of the losses experienced by his candidates to Brisport and Forrest. Jumaane Williams, for whom Hudson also previously worked, is expected to make his formal endorsement soon. While Yvette Clarke is Hudson’s most influential other supporter, Jessica Ramos may be the most surprising.

The name missing here, of course, is Cumbo, who is hardly known for staying on the sidelines. Hudson is clearly trying to distance herself. “I think everybody has worked for somebody they don’t agree with 100% of the time,” Hudson recently told the Gotham Gazette.

Hudson also has renounced any past associations with Cumbo’s positions on the Bedford Armory project, calling it “a bad deal that has only compounded since.” Yet while Cumbo was doing election-year gymnastics regarding the deal—opposing it during the 2017 primary, then supporting it right after the general election—Hudson served as his campaign treasurer.

Hollingsworth, meanwhile, was an active member of the Crown Heights Tenants Union, which led the fight against the developer-friendly armory project. As noted on his campaign website, Hollingsworth and other local residents found themselves on the receiving end of “Cumbo’s contempt and dismissal” amid the process.

That same experience fuels Hollingsworth’s desire to replace Cumbo. “Old and new residents of the district understand that luxury development is a threat to poor and working-class people,” he tells The Independent. “They know that gentrification doesn’t happen in a vacuum. Instead it’s the result of a series of decisions made by the political establishment working hand-in-hand with big real estate.”

The late May campaign filings show that both candidates have solid amounts to spend in the final month, with Hollingsworth holding a nominal edge ($156,000 vs. $138,000). The city’s 8-1 matching funds program has enabled many candidates without deep pockets to run competitive races.

That same program has also allowed candidates to minimize their contributions from real estate interests. Hollingsworth, like all DSA candidates, takes no such funding—but Hudson’s direct contributions from developers are not a substantial portion of her overall haul.

Nonetheless, there are clear indicators that Hudson is the real estate industry’s candidate in the race. For starters, building trades unions including the NYC District Council of Carpenters have endorsed her and contributed to her campaign. The union also named Hudson as one of its top four “priority” council candidates in its first round of endorsements.

FROM SOHO TO FORT GREENE

Leading proponents of the current SoHo rezoning plan (See Page 6) pushed by the de Blasio administration are also strong supporters of Hudson. Aaron Carr, executive director of the Housing Rights Initiative, gave Hudson the maximum donation of $1,000.

HRI is a pro-tenant organization, and Carr views the SoHo upzoning as an opportunity to create affordable units in a wealthy area with good transit and schools. Other champions of the project see it as a way for luxury developers to build high-rise condos that are currently prevented by the area’s historic district designation.

Ben Carlos Thypin of the pro-developer group Open New York is excited about both the SoHo plan and Hudson’s candidacy. In early May, he tweeted that the race between Hudson and Hollingsworth is “the most consequential in the city.” He referred to “multiple proposed rezonings in the affluent parts of the district” and insisted that “if you want development more equitable,” Hudson is the “clear choice.”

Thypin’s comments might raise eyebrows in the Fort Greene area of the council district. Amid the blight of 1970s, local residents successfully fought to preserve the 19th-century character of the neighborhood, creating the historic district in 1978. As seen in the SoHo rezoning, the developers seeking luxury condos on the higher floors seek to overwhelm any current height restrictions.

Hollingsworth opposes the SoHo rezoning, telling The Indy that it’s “a last-ditch effort of the de Blasio administration to paint their racist housing record as a success while ignoring the displacement they’ve caused.” He’s calling for next year’s newly-elected city council to create a citywide plan “that protects tenants and builds truly affordable housing in wealthier neighborhoods.”

Hudson’s team did not respond to inquiries from The Indy, but the fervent support from Thypin and Carr strongly suggests that Hudson is on-board with the current SoHo plan.

GROUND GAME

Like most of the council races, the battle between Hollingsworth and Hudson will boil down to which candidate has a better ground game. As demonstrated by its successes in the Brisport and Forrest races last year, the DSA clearly knows how to turn out votes.

While the DSA has proven that it can knock out long-time incumbents—e.g. Julia Salazar’s 2018 defeat of Martin Dilan, or the 2020 successes of Souffrant Forrest versus Walter Mosley and Marcela Mitaynes against Felix Ortiz—this race is for an open seat.

And Hudson will have her share of enthusiastic supporters, too. If successful, she would be the first openly LGBTQ Black woman elected in the city.

Hudson is also expected to receive independent expenditure support from a real estate PAC that was instrumental in Caruso’s successful campaign to succeed Tish James in 2013.

As the campaign reaches its final rounds, this one is definitely too close to call.
ISRAEL, ZIONISM, A帕RTHEID

HOW THE JEWISH STATE’S FOUNDING IDEOLOGY SHAPES IT TO THIS DAY

By Gerald Meyer

The facts are undeniable. In response to Israel’s brutal treatment of Palestinians fighting to prevent evictions from their homes in East Jerusalem, Hamas, a spin-off from the Muslim Brotherhood, began firing short-range missiles manufactured from scrap metal into Israel. Within a few days, powerful American-made missile launchers, guided by the most sophisticated technology, began bombarding the Gaza Strip.

This latest violent outbreak was precipitated on April 17 by the imminent eviction of six Palestinian families from their homes in East Jerusalem, the site of Palestine’s capital in its state-to-be. These dwellings are close to the Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock, both located on a site of great importance to the three Abrahamic religions. The significance of their location and the threatened evictions during the final days of Ramadan ignited outrage. This emotion was further stoked when Israeli forces stormed the Al Aqsa Mosque during the final days of Ramadan.

How did Israel, which at its birth announced its intention to become “a light to all nations,” become an apartheid state? The answer can be found in its earliest origins. Theodore Herzl (1860-1904), an Austrian intellectual, laid out a “solution” to the Jewish Question. He posited that Jews had no future as a diaspora whose fate would be either persecution or assimilation. He insisted they must have their own country. In 1896, he laid out the formula in The Jewish State, a short book that advocated the ingathering of the Jewish people upon arrival they become citizens. Once set in motion, the rejection of the viability of the diaspora and the “right of return” were the concepts that began to create an apartheid state.

In July 2018, the Israeli parliament carried forward Herzl’s vision when it adopted a new nation-state law stating, “The right to exercise national self-determination is unique to the Jewish people.” It also proclaimed Hebrew as the state language while Arabic was demoted from an “official language” to a “language with a special status,” whatever that means.

Vito Marcantonio: The Lost World of Italian Socialism

Gerald Meyer is professor emeritus of history at ClU Ny-Ho tos Community College and the author of Vito Mar cantonio: Radical Politician and co-editor of The Lost World of Italian American Radicalism. Raised Roman Catholic, he discovered as a teenager that his grandmother was Jewish. This realization and his adoption of socialism led him to enlist in a six-month kibbutz-based, work-study program. He now believes in the establishment of a single secular democratic state for all the people of Israel and Palestine.
As airplanes were grounded and international borders shut in the spring of 2020, Tanzania’s response to the coronavirus pandemic began well enough, with mask wearing and hand sanitizer use encouraged.

But Magufuli’s early actions also drew ire. He bluntly refused to shutter places of worship. Just a few months into the pandemic, the late President cast doubt on international testing kits, saying that truck samples taken from a pawpaw and a goat had tested positive for COVID-19. He began instead to promote unverified herbal cures and rejected mask wearing.

By May, Magufuli stopped releasing data about the coronavirus entirely, saying the country had defeated it after three days of national prayer. Tanzanian truck drivers who reportedly tested positive for COVID-19 on jobs in neighboring Kenya and Uganda told a different story.

Coronavirus quickly became an almost taboo topic inside Tanzania. Journalists who challenged the official line were penalized, and in July the country’s communications regulator suspended Kwanza Online TV for 11 months. The outlet was accused of “generating and disseminating biased, misleading and disruptive content,” after it circulated a United States Embassy announcement about Tanzania’s failure to publicly release figures about COVID-19.

“You couldn’t even say the word COVID or corona,” Kwanza’s director and activist Maria Sarungi-Tsehai told The Independent in an interview. “It was a shameful thing to do.”

Tanzania’s elections went forward in October as if coronavirus were a thing of the past, with opposition candidates and members of Magufuli’s ruling Chama Cha Mapinduzi, or CCM, alike drawing substantial crowds. Bars and markets in the port city and commercial hub of Dar es Salaam remained open, and sunbathers flocked to its beaches.

It was only later on that government officials began to drop dead.

A SERIES OF SUSPICIOUS FUNERALS

Among the dead was Seif Sharif Hamad, an opposition leader from Zanzibar, whose ACT-Wazalendo party told journalists that he’d contracted coronavirus before he perished on February 17. On the same day, Magufuli’s Chief Permanent Secretary, John Kijai, reportedly had a heart attack.

“Maybe we have wronged God somewhere,” Magufuli pondered at Kijai’s funeral, finally alluding to an unnamed respiratory illness. “Let us all repent.” His Health Minister, Dorothy Gwajima, also took to recommending steam showers and herbal smoothies.

Meanwhile, doctors in Dar es Salaam who spoke anonymously to the South African weekly The Continent, described treating patients with supplemental oxygen, but were forbidden from even writing coronavirus on death certificates. Officials made no efforts to import coronavirus vaccines.

Gender activist Mwanahamisi Singano draws a direct line between the controversial government response to the pandemic and the body count in Tanzania.

“Families didn’t take precautions and lost not just one person but two or three, because of that lack of information and lack of support in following the procedure and protocol,” Singano, whose cousin died of COVID-19 in the early stages of the pandemic, said.

“There are a lot of lives that have been lost that could have been saved,” she added.

When Suluhu Hassan told the nation that Magufuli had succumbed to a long-standing heart condition that fateful March night, whispers that the president had actually caught COVID-19, along with musings about what Suluhu Hassan might do to tackle the pandemic, intensified.
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was primarily against the inherited rights of the nobility, which so that the bourgeoisie could fight off the aristocracy. This fight dom, universalism, representative democracy — were created want to maintain the sad state of the status quo. The tools we in the fight against racism have proven helpful for those who enough to be taught the truth.

Exterminate All the Peck’s incredible documentary on the history woke, critics say we should avow pluralism, “identity-based ideologies” that promote divi-

venue they can find that CRT is grounded in components of the ban are arguing in every public .

This example reveals why critical race theory was born. The goal of this loose and interdisciplinary collection of scholars was to take civil rights to the next level by rethinking the ideas and practices undergirding current conceptions of justice. This requires discerning and unraveling the material and ideological with inviolable validity and value. Yet, there is no reason to take any concept as received wisdom, as sacred, or as untouch-

ants are equal, and all deviations from neutral norms suspect. Opponents say that critical race theory is teaching our kids to see racism where it doesn’t exist. But in truth, it is simply an effort to see how racism may be working beyond what liberal concepts can reveal. Linda Martin Alcoff is a professor of philosophy at Hunter College. She is the author of The Future of Whiteness (Polity, 2015).

CRITICAL RACE THEORY IS NOT PRIMARY ABOUT HISTORY. IT IS ABOUT THE EFFECTS OF HISTORY ON INSTITUTIONS, POLICIES, LAWS, AND, MOST IMPORTANTLY, IDEAS.

LINDA MARTIN ALCOFF

When I was a student at Florida State Uni-

versity many moons ago, the state legisla-

ture took a surprising amount of interest in our course offerings. So much so that one of the advanced-level philosophy classes I took had been cleverly retitled as “Post-Hobsbian Material-

ism” although everyone knew it was a course on Karl Marx’s Capital, Volume One.

Today, several state legislatures around the country are considering banning the teaching of critical race theory. Pro-

ponents of the ban are arguing in every public venue they can find that CRT is grounded in “identity-based ideologies” that promote divis-

dion and resentment. Trying to sound a wee bit woke, critics say we should avow pluralism, but not purism. Over the decades, targets shift, but the basic fear remains: Are they teaching our kids to hate this country, or, if white, to hate themselves?

I can sort of understand the concern. Raoul Peck’s incredible documentary on the history of European colonialism (Exterminate All the Brutes on HBO) is giving me nightmares. I am not showing it to my 10-year-old grandson, yet. But he has a need to know about the truth of the histo-

ry that has affected his life. And he deserves to be respected enough to be taught the truth.

Critical race theory is not primarily about history. It is about the effects of history on institutions, policies, laws and, most importantly, ideas. Some ideas that appear to be good allies in the fight against racism have proven helpful for those who want to maintain the sad state of the status quo. The tools we currently have from the classical liberal lexicon of modern Eu-

ropean philosophy — the ideals of neutrality, individual free-

dom, universalism, representative democracy — were created so that the bourgeoisie could fight off the aristocracy. This fight was primarily against the inherited rights of the nobility, which

thwarted entrepreneurial activity. The philosophical tools developed to unset (or un-head) monarchies were quite useful in this struggle, but they have proved ineffective in redressing broader social injustices since the ostensible end of Jim Crow.

By 1970, civil-rights legislation had ended officially sanctioned racial segregation. Overly racist practices in regard to employment, education and housing were no longer tolerated. Affirmative action worked to di-

versify the professional managerial class, law schools, medical schools, the top journalism schools and so on, with a predictable sea change in the public sphere. Imagine NY1 without Errol Louis! Or MSNBC without all Ali Velshi!

But affirmative action policies have always had to treat lightly. They have to show that their practices are one-offs, merely temporary deviations of the ide-

als of neutrality and universality, ideals that the state must continue to take as the bedrock for defining what justice means (and for establishing its legitimacy). “Aff-

irmative discrimination” policies that favor minority-

owned businesses or minority applicants must continu-

ually operate on the defensive.

Infamously, the Supreme Court ruling that allowed the University of Michigan to continue to use demo-

graphic diversity as one of its criteria for selecting stu-

dents approved it only because it could establish “uni-

ersal effects.” The court let the university take demographics into account because diversity would contribute to the educa-

tional experiences of white students. Affirmative action could not be validated because of its effects on Black and Brown stu-

dents, but because of its effects on improving the education of the majority, meaning whites, though this was cloaked under the concept of universality.

This example reveals why critical race theory was born. The goal of this loose and interdisciplinary collection of scholars was to take civil rights to the next level by rethinking the ideas and practices undergirding current conceptions of justice. This requires discerning and unraveling the material and ideological
effects of slavery, colonialism, land annexation and genocide that are still with us in our institutions, our ideas and our lives.

To get to this next level, we need to do some theory to see what policy proposals might work better. Liberal norms may retain some utility, but let’s put them on the defensive for once, to explain how they continue to allow racial disparities in every major social sector to grow and fester, and sometimes worsen. Let’s be open to considering how they might need some revision.

Conservatives (the most ardent defenders of classical lib-

eralism, ironically) have a religious zeal about the concepts of individualism, freedom and neutrality. These are taken as self-evident truths, as the Declaration of Independence puts it,
BLACK MOTHERS MATTER

BY NEELU SHRUTI

B lack Lives Matter!” was the cry of millions of people who took to the streets last spring following the police murder of George Floyd. Among the BLM rallies held were smaller marches for Amber Rose Isaac, Sh’Asia Washington, and Cordielle Street, three Black mothers who died during or right after giving birth. Black people in the United States suffer disproportionately when they give birth, due to centuries of racism and a medical system that over the past century has labored mightily to turn birth from a natural physiological process into an expensive medical procedure.

The U.S. has the highest healthcare spending per capita and the costliest births in the world, yet maternal mortality persists and is on the rise. In 2018, maternal mortality rates reached 17.4 per 100,000 births, more than twice the rate in the 1990s. Black people are more than three times as likely as white counterparts to die of complications from pregnancy or birth. In NYC, that disparity is even higher at 12 times more likely.

In 1900, the United States had 100,000 midwives, and they attended approximately half of all births. Many Black, immigrant and indigenous midwives had extensive training in their home countries or communities, whether in the form of apprenticeship or formal instruction. Today, it is estimated that there are just under 15,000 midwives in the U.S., fewer than 1,000 of whom are Black, and they attend only 8% of births.

In a concerted campaign based on the findings of the 1910 Carnegie Foundation-funded Flexner Report, the American Medical Association set out to move birth out of community settings and into hospitals, convincing people that birth required “medical interventions and management.” The new (mostly white) medical establishment of physicians and nurses disenfranchised community midwives through legislation — such as the federal Sheppard-Towner Act of 1921, which painted them as disreputable, ignorant and uneducated — and through a racist ad campaign masquerading as maternal and infant protection. The medical profession moved births out of communities and into hospital settings, even though a study by the New York Academy of Medicine in 1932 found that home births attended by midwives had the lowest maternal mortality rate of any setting, while two-thirds of maternal hospital deaths were preventable.

Evidence shows that 85% of pregnant people would safely qualify for out-of-hospital birth. People giving birth with midwives in community settings such as birth centers and home births have better outcomes, on average, including lower rates of cesarean sections and mortality. Nonetheless, 98% of births in the U.S. take place in hospitals, a far higher percentage than in other rich countries.

As the shift from largely at-home to in-hospital birth took place, the myth was that midwives rooted in communities and ancient traditions were not capable of adjusting to the changes brought on by germ theory and other advances in biomedicine and public health. Underlying this deception was the fact that moving birth into hospitals under the purview of physicians was a financial boon for the U.S. medical industry.

NEW YORK STATE’S POLICY DISFUNCTION

The Sheppard-Towner Act led to the decimation of community Black, immigrant, and indigenous midwifery and in its place created a new professional class of white nurse-midwives who largely served the maternity care needs of poor populations, primarily in hospitals. In New York, community midwives — who are trained in birth-center and home birth, and now formally known as Certified Professional Midwives (CPMs) — continued to work alongside their nurse-midwife counterparts until the passage of the 1992 Midwifery Practice Act, which was meant to professionalize midwifery standards, but excluded CPMs. The act ensured that nurse-midwives and those with nursing-equivalent graduate degrees — only 7% of whom are of color in the U.S. — enjoyed the privilege to practice in the state, while practice by CPMs — 21% of whom are of color — became a felony. As a result, while CPMs are currently licensed to practice in 37 other states, they are not able to practice in New York.

During the pandemic CPMs licensed in other states were allowed to practice in New York, but the state has continued to withhold permanent recognition and licensure to its own workforce of CPMs. It is imperative the midwifery workforce be expanded, especially in populations where midwives have been shut out of their ancestral profession. Fortunately, a bill should soon be introduced in the State Assembly to license CPMs. However, it will take a wave of public pressure to ensure the bill makes it through the gauntlet of Albany legislative procedures to be enacted.

As for out-of-hospital birth options, many birth centers in the state have closed over the last 20 years. Now, only three of the 400 birth centers in the U.S. are in New York State, with two of them in New York City. In contrast California has 56, Texas has 92 and Florida has 32 birth centers. Factors driving these closures include low insurance reimbursements, high malpractice insurance rates, and consolidation, cost-cutting, and profit-maximization in the healthcare industry, where revenue per square foot is more important than quality of care.

In 2016, New York State passed the Birth Center Act, allowing midwives — in theory — to open their own birth centers. Until then, only physicians could operate birth centers. However it took the Department of Health until 2019 to complete regulations, and the department had still not finalized the licensing process when the COVID-19 pandemic ripped through New York City in March 2020.

As ambulances carrying COVID patients to overcrowded emergency rooms screamed through abandoned streets, many birthing people were terrified of entering hospitals. The city’s two birth centers and 20 homebirth midwifery practices were inundated with requests, with some receiving as many inquiries in one day as they normally did in a year.

Birth-justice advocates put forward plans to create makeshift birth centers and put pressure on the governor to direct the Department of Health (DOH) to finalize its licensure process. After much outcry, it became evident that rather than follow nationally recognized birth center accreditation guidelines, the DOH had instead chosen to create burdensome regulations — chief among them, the onerous and expensive Certificate of Need (CON) process.

Originally intended to keep healthcare costs for patients low, CON laws now essentially serve to maintain hospital monopoles and have been shown to increase costs, reduce access, and increase disparities in care. The expensive and time-consuming process was designed to apply to large hospitals, not small, free-standing facilities and, in New York, is overseen by the Public Health and Health Planning Council, which is entirely appointed by the governor, represents large healthcare organizations, and includes no birth advocates and only two women on its board.

Several groups of midwives are ready to open birth centers in the state, including two in New York City, both led by women of color. But for most of them, bureaucratic and financial hurdles, exemplified by the CON process, appear insurmountable.

Owing to grassroots efforts, the New York Assembly and Senate recently passed a bill to make national accreditation sufficient for licensure of birth centers in NY, but the work continues to ensure that the Governor signs the bill and DOH regulations eliminate the CON process for birth centers.

In the name of birth justice, New York State must offer true choices for birthing people by making midwifery care and birthing centers accessible and affordable to all. Anything less would be justice denied.

Neelu Shruti is a birth justice advocate, midwifery student, and the founder of Love Child, a support space for expecting and new parents located in Manhattan’s West Village.
Police, What Are They Good For?

We Do This ‘Til We Free Us
By Mariame Kaba
Haymarket Books, 2021

By Matthew Wasserman

Last summer’s protests put police and prison abolition on the progressive agenda. Yet it remains difficult to imagine a world without police and prisons. As a society, we have no institutional way to deal with violence or harm other than calling 911 and locking people in cages.

To be sure, most police work has little to do with responding to — let alone preventing — violent crime. We’ve all formed our ideas of what cops do from pro-carceral propaganda like Law and Order. But recent empirical studies have found that officers spend just four percent of their time dealing with violent crime. As anyone who’s ever done a ride-along can attest, most of their shift is spent dealing with non-criminal matters such as noise complaints and traffic enforcement or simply driving around looking for something to do.

What’s more, in many cases the police are the source of violence rather than its solution. From stop and frisks to the murders of Eric Garner and George Floyd, state violence is pervasive in certain neighborhoods. It’s not hard to draw a straight line from policing’s origins in slave patrols to the activity of plainclothes cops patrolling East New York.

Nonetheless, when police and prisons are the only solution on offer to street violence, people are understandably loath to abandon them. The current mayoral race illustrates the point. As shootings and homicides have risen during the pandemic, after 30 years of steady declines in the national and local crime rate, the issue of “public safety” has become increasingly salient. And “defund the police” does not appear to be the response a lot of voters are looking to hear. In the words of veteran abolitionist intellectual and organizer Mariame Kaba, “we have been so indoctrinated with the idea that we solve problems and caging people that many can’t imagine anything other than prisons and the police as solutions to violence and harm.”

In We Do This “Til We Free Us,” a new collection of essays and interviews, Kaba attempts to navigate out of this trap. Kaba compellingly argues that while police and prisons may slake our punitive impulses, they offer only the illusion of security, not real public safety. Putting someone in prison gets them off the streets, but it hardly rehabil-itates them—indeed, even short stints in jail can make people more likely to commit future offenses. Nor does the criminal punishment system provide meaningful accountability or reparations to the victims of violence.

Kaba advocates instead for collective liberation and what she calls “transformative justice.” By this she means community responses to violence that “build support and more safety for the person harmed, figure out how the broader context was set up for this harm to happen, and how that context can be changed so that this harm is less likely to happen again.”

In so doing, she steadfastly refuses to conflate retribution with justice. While it’s hard not to feel on some level that Harvey Weinstein — or Derek Chauvin — is getting his just deserts, Kaba doesn’t think prison is the answer for anyone. This is not to say that she is indifferent to the experience of survivors or unsympathetic to the goals of #MeToo. But her focus is on uprooting the conditions that lead to violence and “complicating narratives that are too easy, these really simple narratives around perfect victims who are assaulted by evil monsters.” As she points out, quoting Danielle Sered, “no one enters violence for the first time by committing it.”

It’s easy for all this to feel like pie in the sky. Kaba is right, of course, that putting people in prisons that concentrates the risk of sexual assault is a flawed answer to sexual violence and that the police serve as a system of social control for communities of color. But that does not address the issues of immediate harm and violence. If you are in danger, the only option the state provides us is to call the police. And when someone commits acts of violence, the only response we have on tap is warehousing them in prisons. While investment in community organizations and social services holds the promise of reducing future violence, it does not solve the issue of what to do with people who have already committed or are presently committing acts of harm.

What would we do without police or prisons? As Kaba acknowledges, it would be a disaster if we simply got rid of them tomorrow without first creating alternative ways to address harm or redistributing resources. But there are still immediate steps we should take toward abolition.

One of the most practical parts of her book is the taxonomy she sets up between non-reformist reforms and reforms that only reinforce the power of the police and surveillance state. She opposes body-worn cameras or hiring more cops to carry out so-called ‘community policing.’ But she supports immediate steps such as hiring social workers to respond to mental health crises in lieu of cops or diverting money from the police to social services. As the pushback to defund demonstrates, a left politics that doesn’t take the reality of violent crime seriously is likely to flounder if and when crime rates rise again.

Indeed, there is a social justice argument for doing so as well as a practical one. The cost of both street violence and state violence is borne disproportionately by poor Black and Brown people.

But this needn’t mean reflexively backing the blue. While criminologists disagree on why crime rates plummeted over the past 30 years, few think that policing or prisons are responsible for most of the drop. Sociologist Patrick Sharkey’s work, for instance, suggests that the growth in community organizations played a significant role in making cities safer. And when the NYPD was hit by a “blue flu” in 2014, cutting back on “proactive policing” and arrests to protest de Blasio, crime continued to drop. It’s unclear how far we can go toward abolition, at least briefly fully automated luxury communism. Still, it seems evident that we can redirect some resources from the carceral state to communities without conceding the issue of public safety.

Ultimately, as Kaba freely admits, abolishing prisons and the police would require a wholesale sociopolitical transformation. It’s a transformation that may not be possible. Even if we radically reduced inequality and provided for the material needs of everyone, some degree of interpersonal violence would likely remain a stubborn reality. But regardless of whether abolition is thought of as a destination or a goal we can only asymptotically approach, Kaba’s clear-eyed commitment to it is inspiring. Without resorting to slogansmearing or downplaying the reality of interpersonal violence, she models in word and deed an abolitionist praxis.
BLACK LIVES MATTER INSPIRES THE WHITNEY

Dave McKenzie: The Story I Tell Myself
THRU OCT 4

Dawoud Bey: An American Project
THRU OCT 5

Julie Mehretu
THRU AUG 3

David Hammons: Day’s End
PERMANENT

WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART

By Mike Newton

What a way to go. For his 2003 video “Self-Portrait Piñata,” artist Dave McKenzie cast his image as a deliriously silly-looking piñata, filled this facsimile McKenzie with candy and glitter, then hoisted it above a group of kids (kids who were not about to ignore some potential free candy). McKenzie’s video is naturally funny but also induces queasiness. It’s strange seeing a white child go up to McKenzie’s haplessly-smiling avatar — clearly meant to resemble a Black man — and bash at him with a baseball bat. The little boy here probably didn’t know that he was participating in a fraught, politicized spectacle, and that’s the tricky thing about any place, like the U.S., where large swaths of people are routinely marginalized: everything becomes political, whether you know it or not.

For better or worse, the Whitney, like other major museums, tends to respond to pressing social issues in a lightly-distanced, elliptical way. For example, their big pre-pandemic exhibit “Vida Americana: Mexican Muralists Remake American Art, 1925–1945” demonstrated how Mexican artists had a heavy and direct influence on major American art movements of the 20th century: seemingly, a re-joinder to the Trump administration and its demonization of Mexican immigrants.

Last year, the Whitney tried to mount “Collective Actions: Artist Interventions In A Time of Change,” an exhibit that was intended to engage directly with the Black Lives Matter movement and the COVID-19 pandemic, but which ended-up getting canceled when it came out that the museum had not properly paid many of the participating artists (this is also after a string of controversies around several of the museum’s popular Biennial exhibitions). The Whitney’s current slate of shows is maybe a sort of apology, or a lesson learned. It’s not necessarily clear exactly what the Whitney is trying to say right now, but by hosting four concurrent solo exhibits by Black artists — all of them working in America and concerned with issues of social justice and cultural change — the museum is certainly saying something. Whether this focus on Black American artists represents the start of a broader curatorial commitment or ends up being a momentary burst of tokenism is not yet known. What about the art itself? It’s good.

Queens-born Dawoud Bey started out in 1970s Harlem shooting 35mm social-realist street photography in the tradition of Roy Decarava and Gordon Parks. Bey came into his own as a photographer when he embraced some 20” x 24” Polaroid camera: the resultant portraits appear in segmented squares, suggesting a conflict with the limits and parameters of the photographic medium itself. Like the best street photography, this is all deeply humanistic work with the added tensions of complex relationships informed by difficult systems.

A few floors down from the Bey show, we have a mid-career retrospective of Julie Mehretu. Mehretu’s paintings are spectacularly ambitious, and deserve to be seen up-close. But there’s also an unfortunate vagueness that permeates her, especially given the implied social-justice contexts that these works emerged from. “Conjured Parts (eye), Ferguson, 2016. Ink and acrylic on canvas, 84 x 96 in. (213.4 x 243.8 cm). The Broad Art Foundation, Los Angeles. Photograph by Cathy CarverCMYK

A Young Man Resting on an Exercise Bike, Amityville, NY (1988) gives us an abundance from its somewhat stoic-seeming subject: his gentle but pointed gaze, his long fingers, the gleam of his bike’s steel handlebars. In what may be his best-known series, Bey worked with the rare, cumberwouldn’t know that from looking at it, though. What does come through — with its uneasy juxtapositions of clashing color, its thick but wispy lines like errant construction-site spray paint — is a sense of unease, a sort of seasick reckoning with a world in perpetual chaos. Mehretu seems to approach her work almost as seismograph, recording massive, global changes in endless, highly-deliberate strokes of ink and paint. The results are a wonder to see, but still, there’s a sense that some connective layer was stripped in the process.

The Dave McKenzie show is on the third floor, which people sometimes skip. Don’t be one of those people. McKenzie’s performance videos have an endearingly vivacious, youthful quality (most of the work here was made when he was in his 20s), with a whole world of politicized complexity sitting just beneath the often quite funny surface.

Finally, out by the water is a new, long-term installation by David Hammons. Called “Day’s End,” the piece uses metal poles to make a ghostly approximation of the demolished Pier 52 shed. Given its semi-anonymous reputation, this vanished building is almost impossibly loaded with meaning and history: legendary avant-garde sculptor Gordon Matta-Clark cut holes into its walls as part of a 1975 artwork (also called “Day’s End”); it served as a meeting-spot for the vital sub rosa queer community that formed on Manhattan’s West Side; it was once a sanitation facility. Hammons’s work (in sculpture, printmaking, or even video) tends to start with recognizable forms, then intervenes in the representation to create a phantasmic presence — something from memory. As the high-rise apartments and luxury shops (and, uh, art museums) continue to sprout by the Hudson, I do hope that Hammons’s piece can at least serve as a reminder that there’s a big history here: memories to be cultivated and not just paved-over.

Memory is key here, and it may be on us, the viewers, to remember the promises of the summer of 2020, when scores of cultural institutions pledged to inspect and address their potentially racist practices. Whichever way the Whitney chooses to go forward, it will certainly involve politics — it’s impossible for it not to.
MICHAEL RATNER, PRESENTE

Moving The Bar: My Life As A Radical Lawyer
By Michael Ratner
O/R Books, May 1, 2021

By Ann Schneider

Michael Ratner was one of the most accomplished radical lawyers of his generation, representing clients from Attica to Guantanamo. He served as president of the National Lawyers Guild and was legal director of the Center for Constitutional Rights for many years. Radicalized in the late 1960s, he had no illusions about the ruling-class bias of the law under capitalism. He believed political action outside the courtroom was as important as anything that happened inside it.

Ratner died all too soon of cancer in 2016, at the age of 72. His friends completed the memoir he began before his death. Moving the Bar, published on May Day, is concise and easy to read for all who care about justice — a class of people that is, happily, much larger than the number of judges and lawyers. In it, he recounts the epic legal battles he fought and the turbulent movements he struggled alongside. He also candidly offers a glimpse of the thoughtful soul behind the legal legend.

Ratner’s tale spans his upbringing in Shaker Heights, at that time, a predominantly Jewish suburb of Cleveland. He was the son of a Polish father (Ratner became Ratner who built a lumber-supply business despite failures and setbacks. His younger brother Bruce is the billionaire real estate developer who brought the Brooklyn Nets basketball team to New York and spearheaded the Atlantic Yards mega-development. Like many young Jewish leftists of his era, Ratner took to heart the lessons of Nazi Germany. “Never again” meant speaking out and resisting the wrongdoing of one’s own government before it slid into barbarism.

By his second year at Columbia Law School, uprisings had broken out in dozens of cities where Blacks were plagued by poor housing, police violence, unemployment and political powerlessness. He landed a job at the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. By 1969, when he graduated, his friends included red-diaper babies like Margie Leinsdorf, whom he would marry, and members of the Weather Underground. His academic credentials won him a position in the ivory tower, a clerkship for federal Judge Constance Baker Motley.

Ratner fully embodied the mantra of the radical lawyer: “Educate, Demonstrate, Litigate.” After the 9/11 attacks, the time of the Patriot Act, roundups of Muslim immigrants, and the outsourcing of torture, he organized 600 lawyers to provide representation for accused “enemy combatants” detained in the prison camp at the U.S. Navy’s Guantanamo base in Cuba. Those lawyers gave him a custom-made “Guantanamo Bar Association” hat, which he frequently wore when participating in demonstrations and giving talks and lectures.

He describes the 2001 USA PATRIOT Act as a “300-page hodgepodge of new laws that Congress rejected since the 1970s.” Of President George W. Bush’s Executive Order #1 establishing military commissions to try accused terrorists, Ratner said “I considered it then and I consider it now a coup d’état.”

He took part in many campaigns to end U.S. interventions in Central America and the Caribbean, including Cuba, Haiti, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala, Jamaica and Costa Rica. “It was only after the attacks of 9/11 in 2001, when the U.S. was so preoccupied with the war on terror in the Middle East and Central Asia, that some of the countries in Latin America were able to establish governments that benefited their people,” he observes.

A first-rate litigator, he recounts his heartbreaking losses as well as the wins. CCR’s lawsuit against New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller for the violent retaking of the Atica prison on September 9, 1971, was dismissed without a hearing. It ultimately took 27 years of appeals to win damages for those killed and brutalized by state troopers.

Ratner came to learn, he writes, that “the more serious the charge and the less the defendants resembled the class, the more likely a judge would be to bend or ignore the law. Or give it lip service to it while denying relief.”

His long career teaching and practicing gave him the satisfaction of seeing historical parallels in recurring David-and-Goliath fights. He also saw the ironies, such as that Guantanamo (stolen from Cuba in 1898) had previously been used as a prison camp for 15,000 Haitian refugees were held after the U.S.-sanctioned coup against the leftist government of Jean Bertrand Aristide in 1991. The Center argued that Haitian refugees, fleeing by boat, had the right to enter the U.S., instead of being picked up by the Coast Guard and imprisoned.

Ratner says the U.S. government used Guantanamo as “a legal black hole.” Its ancestor was in 1679, when the British began using remote islands and military bases to hold dissidents in order to prevent any judicial inquiry into their imprisonment, in violation of the Magna Carta. The U.S. created military commissions and minted the term “enemy combatant,” for similar reasons.

The epitome of the organizer-lawyer, he did not limit his contributions to the courtroom. His political wisdom made him anticipate who might become a collateral victim, and make sure they had protection. While representing Wikileaks founder Julian Assange, he realized that Wikileaks associate Sarah Harrison, who was accompanying Wikileaks source Edward Snowden in Moscow, would need a new passport to be able to return to the UK, so he found someone who could handle the task. Ratner also generously shares credit with the other lawyers and organizers who were part of the campaign.

Only with brevity and excellent editing can all of his cases and campaigns fit into this 357-page book. Through family vignettes, he reveals the emotional development that made him such an effective fighter for justice. Endearingly, he includes some of the hate mail he received after standing up for alleged terrorists before military commissions at Guantanamo. He astutely observes that the Authorization for Use of Military Force, the blank check Congress gave the President in 2001, has already been used to authorize offensive actions in 37 countries where al-Qaeda is claimed to be present.

Wherever there was injustice, Michael Ratner would be there to fight it.

Ann Schneider is a member of the board of the NYC chapter of the National Lawyers Guild.
Dear Billy,
I’m opposed to the police abusing and killing Black people as much as the next person. I’m also against anyone else being a victim of violence. Yet, if I say “All Lives Matter” people get mad at me like I’m a terrible person. Why? I don’t get it.

TOM
Bay Ridge

Dear Tom,
I can’t think of a more important question. Whites in this benighted country of ours must figure out the answer.

If you are willing to say “All Lives Matter” in response to a Black person saying “Black Lives Matter,” then you are saying that the coming of that phrase after the murder of Michael Brown in Ferguson in 2014 is not particularly necessary. And the person who wants to say that “All Lives Matter” is also saying that the danger to Black descendents of slaves does not separate them from the rest of society.

But I understand, as a white person, that I will never know what the legacy of slavery really is. I will never know what the fear feels like to go out into public space where the police are. And we have seen with Eleanor Bumpurs, and Fred Hampton, and Ayana Stanley Jones, and Akai Gurley, and Stephen Clark, and Sandra Bland, and Breonna Taylor — we have seen so many people of color killed not in public space but in their own homes, where safety is also not assured. No, Tom, you don’t get it, but there are as many reasons to say “Black Lives Matter” as people who have been harmed.

A leader of our “Church of Stop Shopping,” John Sims, was roused from sleep on May 20 by three armed white males who turned out to be police, although at first he feared that they were vigilantes. This took place in Columbia, South Carolina, in an art gallery where John’s ritualistic manipulations of the Confederate flag were the main exhibit. He was staying in an apartment on the second floor, which has housed artists-in-residence over the past 12 years.

John is a 6’5” African-American. The main thing he returns to in our talks is his awareness of how close he came to death. He tried to move in slow motion, polite, studied, with hands in sight. Any wrong move, any anger incited in a hopped-up cop by his explanations of “You can see I’m living here, this is my computer, my clothes.” and “Why don’t you call the museum director?”

Well, that last statement was especially risky because it’s the quick solution John might have gotten excited and reached for his phone to get her number. That gesture may have been his last. There are hundreds of Black males shot each year with the “reaching for what appeared to be a gun” in the incident report.

This delicate act of survival is unknowable to even the most well-meaning ally. John couldn’t assume that he was able to hold and defend the space around his body. He was in mortal danger sleeping in his bed. As we mark the anniversary of George Floyd’s murder, the air reverberates with cries of “Black Lives Matter.”

When a white person hears the phrase, the righteous reply is to shout back those three words with the names of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor and Ahmaud Arbery and keep their names going and going. That is what we did last summer until we lost our voices.

We must amplify this demand for safety and respect as long as Black Americans are victims of state-sanctioned violence. From climate change to racist wars to tail-light stops, that violence is designed into our unexamined, colonizing lives.

Tom, we need to keep shouting “Black Lives Matter!” until Black people tell us that they are safe.

— REV BILLY
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